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International sporting
successes
Two students in Sport and Exercise Science
have proved they have outstanding practical
talents to put alongside their academic
accomplishments.

World Cup gold
Vicky Heighway was a member of the
triumphant Black Ferns team that kept New
Zealand in the spotlight with its gold medal-
winning performance at the Women’s Rugby
World Cup in Barcelona.

Vicky’s “incredibly hard work” for 18
months on fitness testing and training was
therefore all worthwhile.

“I was lucky enough to start and finish
every game, and I was given the privilege of
being vice-captain in the game against
France,” says Vicky. “Coming away with a
gold medal was a dream come true after all
that hard work, but another great experience
was to play alongside some of the retiring team
members for the last time. The retirement of
Darryl Suasua from women’s coaching is
certainly a sad point.”

The team played Germany and Australia in
pool play, France in the semi-finals and
England in the finals.

Vicky, who is studying for her Postgraduate
Diploma in Science (Sport and Exercise
Science), returned after her big win to play for
Auckland Marists. After the club finals, she
was looking forward (“hopefully”) to
defending the National Provincial
Championships for 2002 with the Auckland
Storms.

Riding the surf for New
Zealand
Cameron Hirst, a third-year student in Sport
and Exercise Science, represented New
Zealand in bodyboarding at the World Surfing
Games.

He travelled to the championships in
Durban with a team of 15 New Zealanders
from different surfing disciplines such as
longboarding, shortboarding and
kneeboarding.

Cameron, who is the current New Zealand
bodyboarding champion. was one of two
bodyboarders selected to go on the basis of
their performance in several national
competitions. ■

Computing the
incomputable
“Get ready to know the unknowable,” said

Marcus Chown in an article called “Smash

and grab” in the April 6 issue of New

Scientist.
He was introducing what he described as “a daring assault on the

very bounds of mathematics”, carried out by two scientists from The
University of Auckland — Professor Cris Calude (Computer Science)
and Professor Boris Pavlov (Mathematics)  — who have collaborated in
creating a new theory of quantum computing which has the potential to
alter parameters in mathematics and physics, as well as computer
science.

Professor Greg Chaitin, who founded the (different but related) field
of algorithmic information theory, also used the word “daring” to
describe the work of Cris and Boris.

A professor from the physics department at IBM’s T. J. Watson
Research Centre in New York, Greg is a four-year Visiting Professor to
The University of Auckland, which he visited for the third time just
after the article came out.

The first and most unconventional focus of the article, he says, and
the most exciting if it proves to be correct, concerns a quantum solution
offered by Cris and Boris to the “halting problem” posed by Turing in
the 1930s — which has been seen as an unassailable boundary to what
is computable.

“Most people think quantum computing will increase the speed at
which things can be done but will not alter what you can compute and
what you can’t,” says Greg. “Now Cris and Boris have a new
mathematical argument that strongly suggests it may be possible to
actually compute things you couldn’t compute before, using quantum
computing. This is why there has been some scepticism about the paper
[published in the inaugural edition of MIT’s new journal, Quantum
Information Processing] — but it is also why the paper is exciting and
interesting to scientists.

“Really, in the end it’s a trade-off,” he says. “When there is no doubt
about a piece of research, the results are not revolutionary. But in an
area where there is doubt, they create both scepticism and excitement.”

Cris agrees that in the end nature will decide what is computable
and what is not.

“We’ve done the mathematics. Now the work of the experimental
physicists and engineers will be decisive in establishing whether it’s
real or just a pure mathematical fantasy.”

The second part of the article in New Scientist was concerned with
algorithmic information theory and focused on a new number — known
as Omega and discovered by Greg.

Greg Chaitin and Cris Calude

Focus on Maori health

CECIL in schools
The University’s CECIL learning management platform is now available
in 12 secondary schools, much to the delight of the 800 seventh-form
biology students with right of entry to its resources.

“A highlight for the students is access to chat-rooms with scientists
from the University,” says Lindsay Baragwanath, a biology teacher from
St Cuthbert’s College now spending a year at the University as a Royal
Society of New Zealand science teaching fellow.

“They are amazed to find researchers studying what seems to them to
be science fiction.”

The story began with an informal meeting between Lindsay, Mandy
Harper from SBS, and Drew Macquire, who was teaching biology at
Lynfield College.

“We were having a discussion when we realised the CECIL
programme would be a dream for secondary teachers,” says Mandy.

They conducted a trial, initially in those two schools, with such
success that Mandy then applied to the Vice-Chancellor’s Flexible
Learning Initiative for funding to extend it to 12 schools.

The project has been immensely valuable for students, according to
Lindsay, and is also of great benefit in helping develop contact and
cooperation between teachers.

There has been a significant increase in the number of students from
the 12 “CECIL” schools enrolling in stage one Biology courses, says
Mandy. Of particular note was the dramatic rise in the number of
females applying for entry. CECIL appears to be opening doors to
careers that high school students did not fully understand. The results
have been most heartening for the schools and the University.  ■

Briefs This number was also the subject of a later substantial story in Pour
La Science, one of the two most prominent French popular science
magazines.

Omega, Greg describes as “a wildly incomputable and unknowable
number which shocked mathematicians”. Cris adds that the number
“had many people intrigued because it is paradoxical and hard to
believe”.

What Cris has succeeded in doing — against all odds and in
collaboration with Dr Michael Dinneen (Computer Science) and PhD
student Chi-Kou Shu — is to compute Omega’s first 64 bits.

This, he says, has allowed him to catch “just a glimpse” of the
shape of the number.

“Cris and his colleagues have courageously set out to compute the
incomputable,” says Greg. “And to some extent they have succeeded.”

Cris and Greg are both excited by the increasing recognition of
information as a fundamentally new notion in mathematics, computer
science and physics.

“There is a tendency to disperse science into small drawers,” says
Cris. “If you look at mathematics there are 1000 official narrow
specialisations – in physics, it’s the same.

“Information, however, is a unifying factor, which in a sense is its
beauty because it encourages convergence after a long period of
divergence.” ■  Judy Wilford

Lindsay Baragwanath

Students listen to presenters at the Waipapa Marae during the powhiri held at the start of Maori
Health Week.

Students at the Faculty of Medical and Health
Sciences spent a week concentrating on Maori
health concerns during the inaugural Faculty
Maori Health Week held in July.

The week gave 240 second-year students
from Nursing, Medicine and Pharmacy a
chance to work together on Maori health
issues, including the ways they are addressed
by health services and the role and impact of
health professionals in Maori Health.

Professor John Shaw, head of the School of
Pharmacy, said the week had been
“stunningly successful”.

Associate-Professor Phillippa Poole,
Assistant Dean, Undergraduate Medicine,
says the programme concentrated on how
health professionals can work as a team to
address Maori health issues. This was the first
time the three groups of trainee health
professionals have undertaken a joint
teaching programme specifically designed
with a multidisciplinary focus.

Activities focused around group work on
case studies, each addressing a health
problem of particular importance to Maori.
The groups had to reflect on their
understanding of the particular health issue
as it impacted on Maori and how socio-
cultural, economic and political determinants
impact on Maori Health.

Case studies covered topics such as
diabetes, heart disease and smoking. Students
also participated in interactive Te Reo and
tikanga workshops and attended seminars on
the status of Maori health and the Treaty of
Waitangi, with keynote addresses from Moana
Jackson, Papaarangi Reid and Christine
Herzog.

At the conclusion of the week, groups
presented their proposals as they would to a
local district health board. A carving, Te
Puawaitanga, representing “The blossoming”,

was commissioned for the week and was
presented by Eru Thompson, a Tainui
kaumatua, to the best group. The winning
group was the Puriri group which was jointly
facilitated by Dr Sue Crengle and Gwen Te
Pania-Palmer (both from Maori and Pacific
Health).

Heather Baker (Nursing) said Maori Health
Week was an excellent impetus for health
professional students to explore Maori health
issues within all faculty professional
programmes.

“Cultural safety is a significant component
of nursing programmes and this week is an
important part of development within the
School of Nursing,” she said.

“The team spirit in the groups was very
evident in the verbal presentations, the quality
of which was extremely high,” said Phillippa
Poole.

She says the aim of the week was to fulfil
the faculty’s commitment to the training of
health professionals with the right skills and
attitudes for practice in Aotearoa/New
Zealand.

“The week aimed to provide in-depth
learning experiences to enhance students’
skills in understanding and addressing health
issues for Maori,” she says.

“Early reports from students, facilitators
and the Maori community have rated the week
an outstanding success, far exceeding even
the most optimistic expectations, and planning
is already under way for next year.”

The week was developed by the
Department of Maori and Pacific Health in
conjunction with leaders of the Nursing,
Pharmacy and Medicine programmes.

Funding for the week was obtained from
The University of Auckland Vice-Chancellor’s
Development Fund and a Teaching
Improvement Grant. ■

By Louise Skelton


